SpringbrookCirrus
Springbrook’s powerful, secure, full featured cloud
financial platform for local government agencies

25% PERFORMANCE INCREASE

Springbrook Cirrus by
Springbrook Software
Springbrook is the country’s leading cloud-based
financial platform for local governments, water agencies,
sewer and fire districts. With 35+ years of industry
experience, Springbrook was the first local government
focused software company to develop cloud solutions
and serves nearly 1,100+ agencies across 35 states. We
learn from customers and invest in innovation.

A full featured cloud-based platform
designed for every agency need

Springbrook Cirrus, A Fully Cloud Platform

Cirrus features a powerful, intuitive interface that requires
less training and delivers faster access to critical features.
The new platform frees up personnel to manage strategic
issues and problem solving rather than navigating
cumbersome ERP systems.

Full Featured, Available Anywhere

Cirrus is a true multi-tenant cloud solution, fully accessible
on any mobile device. Cirrus delivers the full functionality
of Springbrook’s industry leading on premises solution,
providing easy adoption for existing users who migrate to
the cloud, and simple on boarding for new users who are
moving from less powerful solutions.

Protection From Ransomware
Finance

Payroll / HR

Utility Billing

Online Payments

Budgeting

Analytics

61% of ransomware attacks occur in local government
agencies, can you afford to risk losing your data?
Cirrus features the highest level of security available, far
exceeding what local servers can deliver.

Featuring Tableau!

We Made It!
Springbrook Software is
listed among GovTech 100 in
2021, a compendium of 100
companies focused on helping
state and local governments perform mission-critical
work while serving their communities more effectively.

Industry’s most powerful reporting tool

Tableau, the industry’s best in class analytics tool for
local government agencies is available for no charge to
all Springbrook Cirrus customers.
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On-Premise Challenges

SpringbrookCirrus
Reduced Cost

Our data center and staff replace
the need for expensive on-premise
equipment . Free up your IT staff to
focus on other critical projects.

Enhanced Data Security

Requires Updating

Manual updates take time
and resources to execute,
schedule and plan around.

Requires IT Staff

An on-premise instance requires
people and time to maintain
software and servers.

Requires Back-Up Planning
Back-up management is an
entirely different workstream,
demanding additional time
and resources.

Requires Hardware

Procuring and maintaining
servers requires additional
budget if self hosted or through
a 3rd-party.

Increased System
Vulnerabilities

Security infrastructure is difficult
for cities to implement at a
small scale.

Our servers and your data are protected
by the highest level of security available.
Confidential information can be deleted in
a moment.

Access Flexibility

As long as there’s an Internet connection,
your data, projects, workflows are all at
your fingertips.

Unlimited Scalability

Storage and processing is scaled
automatically. Your subscription covers all
of the users at your organization – no need
to add license for new users.

Better for the Environment

Moving to the Springbrook Cirrus
is environmentally friendly: as your
computing needs fluctuate your server
energy usage scales, reducing your
carbon footprint.

Built In Back-up & Recovery

Your products are always current and
completely backed up. No more fire drills
when an internal server goes down or
becomes corrupted. 99.9% reliability.
Support internal processes with prescheduled nightly FTP backups.

Join the nearly 1,100+ agencies that count on Springbrook to run their agencies

Let’s talk!
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